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The only thing that is "variable" is the amount of hydraulic pressure required for each cylinder to move. In some applications
(and for some rubber) the required pressure can be much lower than for others. For example, you need more pressure in a block-

and-brick tractor tire than in a tire with a thick tread. The performance of an engine is determined by a complex interaction of
many variables, including the stroke (length), bore, cylinder volume, compression ratio, timing, fuel ratio, dwell, fuel filter

cleanliness, oil cleanliness, oil filter cleanliness, coolant temperature, coolant flow rate, oil pressure,... The performance of a car
engine is determined by the same or similar variables, plus the oil and fuel quality, driver/passenger comfort, car weight, air
pressure, road conditions, wind conditions,... In fact, there is always an infinite number of possible combinations of variables
with some engine. In any well-designed engine, a number of variables should be substantially the same across different power

output and load ranges. The design of engines is a branch of mechanical engineering, so quite a lot is known about it. There are
only a small number of variables that play a major role in designing an engine. The obvious ones are: stroke: the amount of

power to be produced at any engine speed, bore: the volume of the cylinders, and compression ratio: the ratio of the volume of
the chamber during the power stroke (inspiratory valve opening minus) to the volume of the chamber at top dead center (TDC),
during the exhaust stroke. If all engines are designed with the same number of cylinders, bore, stroke, and compression ratio and
the same output power, then the engine will require the same amount of fuel to produce the same power. That's a sound design

choice. Be certain that all cylinders do the same stroke, that's the first variable to worry about. You're going to have two ways to
measure it. One is to measure the stroke from TDC to bottom dead center (BDC) using a toothed wheel gauge; that's the peak of
the compression stroke. The other is to measure the stroke from bottom dead center to TDC, using a vernier gauge. Make sure
both are within about 10% of the true value. The piston has to travel the same distance in all cylinders. You can get that with a
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